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【 Outline of survey 】

Smectic liquid crystals (bent-core mesogens) composed of bent-core molecules have attracted

much attention from the following two viewpoints; (1) emergence of polar order due to closed packing

of the bent-core molecules into a layer and (2) emergence of chirality due to the tilt of bent-core

molecules with respect to the layer normal. In this project, we will study science and functions of the

bent-core mesogen due to the above two viewpoints. In particular, we will clarify (1) mechanism of

emergence of ferroelectric phase and (2) correlation between chirality caused by geometric origin and

one caused by molecular conformation by means of nonlinear optic effect such as second-harmonic

generation and sum frequency generation and spectroscopies such as polarized FT-IR, NMR and THz

spectroscopy. As for (1), we want to clarify molecular interaction to realize ferroelectric molecular

arrangement. As for (2), final goal is to provide methods to synthesize chiral molecules in achiral

molecular field. For this purpose, we will examine the chiral formation process from achiral molecules

using variety methods mentioned above. We also study the application of this unique liquid crystal

system as fast switching devices and chiral nonlinear optic effect.

【 Expected results 】

The bent-core molecules we are studying was originally thought to be bad molecules for liquid

crystals. In reality, however, bent-core molecules brought about lots of treasures to materials science.

The present project is along this research field, and moreover will be very significant for future

progress of research. Bent-core mesogens have attracted attentions of scientists from fundamental

viewpoints. If possible applications of photo- and electronic-functions will be shown, the research of

the bent-core mesogens that can be easily synthesized will be further accelerated.
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